A cotton gene encoding novel MADS-box protein is preferentially expressed in fibers and functions in cell elongation
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Cotton fibers, as natural fibers, are widely used in the textile industry in the world. In order to find genes involved in fiber development, a cDNA (designated as \textit{GhMADS11}) encoding a novel MADS protein with 151 amino acid residues was isolated from cotton fiber cDNA library. The deduced protein shares high similarity with Arabidopsis AP1 and AGL8 in MADS domain. However, the \textit{GhMADS11} protein (being absent of the partial K-domain and normal C-terminus) is shorter than AP1 and AGL8 by the reason of gene frameshift mutation during evolution. The experimental results revealed that \textit{GhMADS11} was not a transcriptional activator, and it did not form homodimer. \textit{GhMADS11} transcripts were specifically accumulated in elongating fibers, but no or very low signals of its expression were detected in other tissues of cotton. Overexpression of \textit{GhMADS11} in fission yeast promotes atypical cell elongation by 1.4–2.0-fold. Furthermore, morphological analysis indicated that the transformed cells expressing \textit{GhMADS11m}, a MIKC-type derivative of \textit{GhMADS11} by the site-directed mutation, displayed the same phenotype as that of the transformed cells with \textit{GhMADS11}. The concurrence of these data sets suggested that \textit{GhMADS11} protein may function in fiber cell elongation, and its MADS domain and partial K-domain are sufficient for this function.
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Introduction

Cotton (\textit{Gossypium hirsutum}) fibers are natural fibers that are widely used in the textile industry. As a single-cell trichome, cotton fiber provides an excellent system for studying cell elongation and cell wall biosynthesis. Fiber development is a highly regulated process which consists of four distinctive but overlapping stages: fiber initiation, cell elongation, secondary cell wall biosynthesis, and maturation. Fiber cell initiation usually starts at the day of anthesis. During this stage, ~30% of epidermal cells on the ovule surface start to enlarge and elongate rapidly. The primary wall formation (cell elongation) starts at anthesis as well, overlapping with fiber cell initiation, and lasted to 19th to 20th day after anthesis (days post anthesis, DPA). This stage can also be divided into two periods: fiber expansion stage and polar elongation stage. At about 16 DPA, the secondary cell wall formation starts, and continues up to 40 DPA. During this period, abundance of cellulose deposits in the secondary cell wall because of rapid cellulose biosynthesis. After 40 DPA, cotton fiber development enters maturation stage. At this stage, cotton fiber is associated with changes in mineral content and enzyme levels/activities. Mature fiber is made up of cellulose, water, small quantities of proteins, pectins, hemicellulose, mineral substances, wax, and small amounts of organic acids, sugars, and pigments that provide excellent wearability and esthetics [1–3].

It is believed that a number of genes are required for fiber differentiation and development. A previous study has reported that the expression of 13 genes is down-regulated in ovules of six reduced fiber or fibreless mutants at anthesis, compared with those of wild-type cotton [4]. It also showed that \textit{GhMyb25} gene regulates outgrowths of epidermal cells including fibers, and overexpression of \textit{GhMyb25} in tobacco leads to more branched long-stalked leaf trichomes. Further studies revealed that ectopic overexpression of \textit{GhMyb25} results in an increase in the number of leaf trichomes and the cotton fiber initiation. In contrast, \textit{GhMyb25}-silenced cotton plants produced short fibers, less trichomes on other parts of transgenic plants, and reduction in seed production was observed [5]. \textit{GaMYB2} is predominantly expressed early in developing cotton fibers.
Overexpression of *GaMYB2* in Arabidopsis gives rise to more seed-trichome production. After transferring into Arabidopsis *gl1* mutant, *GL1::GaMYB2* rescues trichome formation [6]. Additional data suggested that *GhMYB2* can be regulated by a BHLH protein GhDEL65 [7]. *GhGluc1* displays its high expression level in the short fibers and weak level in the intermediate and long fibers [8]. Furthermore, the genes involved in cytoskeleton formation are required for fiber development [9,10].

**MADS-box proteins family** is a large family in both plant and animal [11]. Many plant MADS-box proteins are MIKC-type, including two conserved domains, MADS-box and K-box, and two variable regions, I region and C terminus [12]. MADS-box is a DNA-binding domain that binds conserved DNA sequence, CC(A/T)GG, called CArG boxes [13]. I region contributes to the specification of dimerization. K-box is characterized by three α-helices that are involved in dimerization of MADS proteins [14]. C-terminus, in some case, has been identified as a transactivation domain or contributes to the formation of multimeric MADS-box protein complexes [15,16]. Plant MADS-box genes have been mostly characterized as regulators of the transition to flowering and controlling of floral organ identities [17–19]. In the past decade, their indispensable roles in vegetative tissues have been discovered. In Arabidopsis, *AGL11* and *AGL13* are preferentially expressed in ovules, and *AGL15* is preferentially expressed in embryos, while *AGL12, AGL14*, and *AGL17* are all preferentially expressed in roots [20]. With the loss of *AGL12*, plant will show short roots, lower rate of cell production, and abnormal root apical meristem organization [21]. A previous study has revealed that pea *MTF1* mRNA is specifically expressed in seed coats during seed development [22]. The expression of *STMADS11*, a potato MADS-box gene, is found in all vegetative organs except for floral tissues [23]. In Arabidopsis, *AGL16* is expressed in root, mature guard cells and trichomes [24], and its expression in root is affected by N starvation [25]. *FBP20*, a Petunia *MADS* gene, is expressed in vegetative tissues. Constitutive expression of *FBP20* leads to ectopic trichome formation on adaxial sides of petals [26]. In cotton, several MADS-box genes have been identified. *GhMADS1, GhMADS4, GhMADS5, GhMADS6*, and *GhMADS7* are expressed at flowers, ovules, and fibers, while *GhMADS3* is only expressed in flowers [27–29]. However, little is known about the roles of MADS-box proteins in fiber development of cotton so far. Here, we reported a novel cotton MADS-box protein, *GhMADS11*, without entire K-box and normal C-terminus, and compared it with those known MADS proteins. *GhMADS11* gene was specifically expressed in fibers, and overexpression of *GhMADS11* in yeast promoted cell elongation.

**Materials and Methods**

**Plant materials**

Seeds of cotton (*G. hirsutum* cv. Coker312 and Xuzhou142) were surface-sterilized with 70% (v/v) ethanol for 1 min and 10% (v/v) *H₂O₂* for 2 h, followed by washing with sterile water. The sterilized seeds were germinated on half-strength MS (16 h light/8 h dark cycle, 28°C) for 5–6 days. Roots, cotyledons, and hypocotyls were cut from these sterile seedlings. Other tissues (such as leaves, anthers, petals, ovules, and fibers) were derived from the cotton plants grown in fields.

**Isolation of GhMADS11 cDNA and genomic DNA**

More than 4000 cDNA clones were randomly selected from cotton fiber cDNA library [30] for sequencing. One clone containing complete *GhMADS11* sequence was identified from the cDNAs.

For characterizing the *GhMADS11* gene, the partial sequence in 3′-terminus of *GhMADS11* genomic DNA was first isolated from cotton genome by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using *GhMADS11-L1* primers: forward 5′-TGCTTCTGCCCTTAAACATC-3′ and reverse 5′-AGGTTATTCAGGTGGGTGC-3′. Then, the other fragments of *GhMADS11* genomic DNA was isolated by genome walking PCR. Cotton Genome Walker libraries were constructed using Genome Walker kit (Clontech, Mountain View, USA) as described previously [30]. Genome walking PCR was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Primers used for PCR-based DNA walking in Genome Walker Libraries were *GhMADS11-L2*-P1: 5′-TCAACTAGCCAAATTGATCAGT TGCCG-3′, *GhMADS11-L2*-P2: 5′-ACCGATTTCGGTAA AACAGTCAGATTG-3′, *GhMADS11-L3*-P1: 5′-TCTTGGG TATCTTCTCTCGTAAATGGTGC-3′, *GhMADS11-L3*-P2: 5′- TTGAATTGTGAGCCATATTGGGGTACC-3′, and the adapter sequence AP1 (5′- TGAATACGACTCACTATAGG GC-3′) and AP2 (5′- ACTATAGGGGACGCGTGTG-3′). The PCR fragments of *GhMADS11* gene were cloned in pGEM-T vector for sequencing.

**Quantitative reverse transcriptase-PCR**

Total RNA was isolated from cotton tissues such as roots, hypocotyls, cotyledons, leaves, petals, anthers, ovules, and developing fibers (3–21 days post anthesis, DPA). The RNA was then purified by Qiagen RNeasy mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), and its concentration were determined by Nanodrop spectrophotometer and agarose gel electrophoresis.

Expression of the *GhMADS11* gene in cotton tissues was analyzed by real-time quantitative RT-PCR using the fluorescent intercalating dye SYBR-Green (TOYOBO, Mountain View, USA) as described previously [30].
Tokyo, Japan) in the detection system (Option 2, MJ Research). A cotton polyubiquitin gene (GhUBII, access number in GenBank: EU604080) was used as a standard control in RT-PCR reactions. A two-step RT-PCR procedure was performed in all experiments using the method as described previously [9]. In brief, first-strand cDNAs were synthesized from cotton total RNAs using M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega, Madison, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instruction. Then, the cDNAs were used as templates in real-time PCR with gene-specific primers (MADS11-RT-forward: 5’-GGACAAAGAAGCTGACGAGAAGGAGGTAAGG-3’, MADS11-RT-reverse: 5’-GGTGTCTAAGCTTCCAGCCTGTAACATGC TCTACACACATC-3’). The amplification of the target gene was monitored every cycle by SYBR-Green fluorescence. The Ct (cycle threshold), defined as the PCR cycle at which a statistically significant increase of reporter fluorescence was first detected, was used as a measure for the starting copy numbers of the target gene. Relative quantization of the target GhMADS11 expression level was performed using the comparative Ct method. PCR conditions for primer pairs were optimized for annealing temperature and Mg2+ concentration, and PCR products were confirmed on an agarose gel. The efficiency of each primer pair was detected by using GhMADS11 cDNA as standard template, and the RT-PCR data were normalized with the relative efficiency of each primer pair.

DNA and protein analysis

The GhMADS11 DNA sequence and its deduced protein were analyzed using DNA analysis program (DNAStar software), and protein sequence homology analysis was performed with Clustal W (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/). Sequences selected for phylogenetic analysis are cotton MADS-box proteins (GhMADS1, GhMADS3–7, and GhMADS11) and Arabidopsis MADS-box proteins (AP1, AGL8, SEP1, SEP3, AP3, PI, STK1, SHP1, and SHP2). A minimum evolution tree was generated in MEGA 3.1 program. A bootstrap analysis with 1000 replicates was performed to assess the statistical reliability of the tree topology.

Overexpression of GhMADS11 gene in fission yeast

A 456 bp open reading frame (ORF) sequence of the GhMADS11 gene was amplified by PCR using pfu DNA polymerase and the primer pair (MADS11L 5’-CTTTTACAAAGAAGAAGCTGAGAATCTAAGCTTCCAGCCTGTAACATGC C-3’ and MADS11R 5’-CTTTTACAAAGAAGAAGCTGAGAATCTAAGCTTCCAGCCTGTAACATGC C-3’), digested with Xhol/BamHI, and cloned into yeast vector pREP-5N, producing pREP-5N-GhMADS11 construct.

To prepare its frameshift mutation, primer-based site-directed mutation of GhMADS11 ORF sequence (GhMADS11m) was generated by PCR, using the primer pair: 5’-CTTTTACAAAGAAGAAGCTGAGAATCTAAGCTTCCAGCCTGTAACATGC C-3’ and 5’-CTTTTACAAAGAAGAAGCTGAGAATCTAAGCTTCCAGCCTGTAACATGC C-3’. Then, the GhMADS11m (frameshift ORF sequence of GhMADS11) was cloned into yeast vector pREP-5N, generating pREP-5N-GhMADS11m construct.

The constructs were transferred into yeast cells by electroporation (Bio-Rad, Hercules, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The transformants were selected on plates, containing minimal medium (MM) with 2 μM thiamine at 30°C. Ten colonies for each construct were picked out to incubate in liquid MM with 2 μM thiamine, which represses the nmt-1 promoter activity, until mid-log phase in a shaker (220 rev/min, 30°C). Subsequently, the yeast cells were harvested and washed three times with MM without thiamine to derepress the promoter, and then incubated in the same thiamine-free MM for 20 h (220 rev/min, 30°C). The yeast cells were observed and fixed in 70% ethanol for 1 h. After washing three times in PBS, yeast cells were collected and stained with 1 μg/ml nucleus-specific fluorescent dye, DAPI. Then the specimens were photographed under a Nikon microscope (Nikon Co. Ltd., Yokohama, Japan). Cell length (of 50 cells per transformant) was measured for statistical evaluation of the cell elongation, using empty pREP-5N transformants as controls.

Trans-activation activity assay

Trans-activation activity assay was conducted as previously described [31]. The ORF sequences of GhMADS11 and GhMADS11m amplified by PCR using proofreading pfu DNA polymerase were inserted into pBluescript sk-vector at Smal and BamHI sites, respectively. Then, the fragments of GhMADS11 and GhMADS11m digested from the pBluescript sk-vector were cloned into pGBK7T7 by EcoRI and BamHI sites to create the GAL4 DNA binding domain fusion constructs (pGBK7T7-GhMADS11 and pGBK7T7-GhMADS11m). The constructs were transformed into yeast stains Ah109 and Y187 by LiAc-mediated transformations. The Ah109 transformants were screened on SD/-Trp/-Ade medium (SD MM lacking Trp and Ade) and Y187 transformants were tested the β-galactosidase activity by using flash-freezing filter assay. The yeast cells containing empty pGBK7T7 were used as negative control, and yeast cells containing pGBK7T7-53 and pGADT7-RecT were used as positive controls.

Yeast two-hybrid analysis

The coding sequences of GhMADS11 and GhMADS11m were cloned into pGAD77 by the method as described above. Both pGADT7-GhMADS11 and pGADT7-GhMADS11m were transformed into Ah109, respectively. Ah109 containing pGADT7-GhMADS11 or pGADT7-GhMADS11m construct and Y187 with pGBK7T7-GhMADS11 or...
pGBK7-GhMADS11m vector were used in the mating [32]. The yeast zygotes were selected by quadruple dropout medium (QDO medium, SD/-Trp/-Leu/-His/-Ade), using transformants containing pGBK7 and pGADT7 vectors as negative controls and transformants containing pGBK7-53 and pGADT7-RecT vectors as positive controls.

Results

Isolation and characterization of GhMADS11 gene
To investigate the roles of the genes in fiber development, we randomly selected 4000 cDNA clones, of which one gene (cDNA) encoding a novel protein with putative MADS domain was identified, from a cotton fiber cDNA library. This cDNA (designated as GhMADS11, accession number in GenBank: HM989877) is 905 bp in length, including a short 5'-untranslated region (UTR), a 456 bp coding region and a 3'-UTR. It encodes a MADS homolog with 151 amino acids (18.29 kDa, PI 10.87), including 34 basic amino acids, 13 acidic amino acids, 46 hydrophobic amino acids, and 44 polar amino acids. Sequence analysis revealed that the deduced GhMADS11 protein shares relatively high homology (56 and 55% identities, respectively) with Arabidopsis AGL8 and AP1 proteins. Using bioinformatics program blast, we found that GhMADS11 may belong to D homologue. GhMADS11 contains a MADS-box which forms DNA binding motif, and an I-region, like the AGL8 and AP1 proteins. Particularly, its MADS domain is highly conserved, displaying 90 and 93% identities with those of AP1 and AGL8, respectively. However, the deduced protein is absent of the partial K-domain and normal C-terminus, unlike AGL8 and AP1 proteins (Fig. 1). Thus, it seems to be a novel protein evolved from the common MADS protein, owing to losing a nucleotide acid at 110th codon of the ORF of the original gene, resulting in frameshift mutation of the gene, compared with those homologous MADS genes (cDNAs) (Fig. 2). To further investigate whether the frameshift mutation is due to mis-splicing of the single transcript, we isolated the genomic DNA sequence of GhMADS11 gene. As shown in Fig. 3, the exon sequences of the gene are consistent with its cDNA sequence, demonstrating that the frameshift mutation site has been existed in GhMADS11 gene during evolution, instead of mis-splicing its transcript.

Phylogenetic relationships of the MADS proteins
To determine divergence of the isolated GhMADS11 protein with other known MADS-box proteins in cotton and Arabidopsis during evolution, the phylogenetic relationship of 16 MADS-box proteins were generated by MEGA3.1. As shown in Fig. 4, the tree is divided into five distinct branches: AP1 subgroup, SEP subgroup, AP3/PI subgroup, AGL subgroup, and AG subgroup. GhMADS11 together with AGL8 and AP1 forms AP1 subgroup, suggesting that the GhMADS11 has a close evolutionary relationship with AGL8 and AP1. Furthermore, GhMADS11 occupies a distinct branch that is basal to the AGL8 and AP1 clade, implying that GhMADS11 diverges earlier from the other cotton MADS proteins. On the other hand, GhMADS1 belongs to the SEP subgroup, GhMADS5 and GhMADS6 are located in the AGL11 subgroup, while GhMADS3, GhMADS4, and GhMADS7 are positioned in the AG subgroup. These results suggested that the divergence in these MADS proteins could occur before the differentiation of the two species, cotton (G. hirsutum) and Arabidopsis thaliana.
The nucleotides identical among the sequences are indicated in black. The arrows indicate the frameshift mutation site of \textit{GhMADS11} sequence. \textit{GhMADS11} in this work, \textit{Arabidopsis AP1} (AT1G69120) and \textit{AGL8} (AT5G60910).
Figure 3 Analysis of genomic DNA sequence of GhMADS11 gene and its deduced amino acid sequence. Partial sequence of GhMADS11 gene is shown. Numbers on the right indicate the polypeptide length. The underlines show the introns, and the black box indicates the termination codon of the GhMADS11 gene. The arrows indicate the frameshift mutation site of GhMADS11 sequence.
GhMADS11 does not act as a transcriptional activator

To determine whether GhMADS11 protein acts as a transcriptional activator, we fused GhMADS11 with the GAL4 DNA-binding domain and transformed it into Saccharomyces cerevisiae AH109 and Y187, and then tested the report gene. The transformed yeast cells only harboring GAL4 DNA-binding were used as the negative control, and the cells containing pGBK7-53 and pGADT7-RecT were used as the positive control. The results revealed that, like negative controls, the cells containing GhMADS11 could not grow on SD/-Trp/-Ade medium [Fig. 5(A)] or activate the LacZ reporter gene expression [Fig. 5(B)]. By contrast, positive control cells could grow in SD/Trp/-Ade medium and showed β-Galactosidase activity (Fig. 5). These results suggested that single GhMADS11 protein may not be a transcriptional activator.

To examine whether the GhMADS11 protein without K-box and normal C-terminus lead to loss transcriptional activity, we created GhMADS11m (the frameshift mutation of GhMADS11) encoding a derivative of GhMADS11 by primer-based site-directed mutation (Fig. 2). GhMADS11m was also cloned into pGBK7 and transformed into AH109 and Y187, and then tested the report gene. The results showed that the cells containing pGBK7-GhMADS11m did not grow on SD/-Trp/-Ade medium, and did not activate the LacZ reporter gene expression either (Fig. 5).

GhMADS11 does not form homodimers

To identify whether GhMADS11 proteins form homodimers, yeast two-hybrid technology was employed to analyze the interaction between two GhMADS11 molecules (see the section Methods). As shown in Fig. 6, the interaction between two GhMADS11 molecules was not...
detected in the yeast two-hybrid assays, suggesting that GhMADS11 molecules may not form homodimers.

To determine whether GhMADS11 protein without K-box and normal C-terminus leads to loss of the capability of forming homodimers, GhMADS11m was also cloned into pGADT7. Just like GhMADS11, the interaction between two GhMADS11m molecules or between GhMADS11 and GhMADS11m was not detected in the yeast two-hybrid assays (Fig. 6).

**GhMADS11 is preferentially expressed in fibers**

To investigate the expression pattern of GhMADS11 gene, quantitative RT-PCR was carried out using gene-specific primers and cDNAs from different cotton tissues as templates. Our results revealed that GhMADS11 gene was strongly expressed in fibers, but negligible amounts of its transcripts were detected in other tissues of cotton [Fig. 7(A)].

To confirm whether GhMADS11 gene expression was developmentally regulated in fibers, quantitative RT-PCR was also performed to analyze the gene expression pattern during fiber development in the same cultivar of cotton. The results demonstrated that GhMADS11 expression levels varied with fiber development [Fig. 7(B)]. At early fiber development stage, very weak signals of the gene expression were detected in 3 and 6 DPA fibers. As fiber further developed, GhMADS11 transcripts were increased in 9 DPA fibers, and reached its peak value in 15 DPA fibers. Thereafter, its expression activity was quickly declined to very low level in 18 and 21 DPA fibers. The above data indicated that GhMADS11 expression was fiber-preferential and developmental-regulated, implicating that the gene may participate in fiber development.

**Overexpression of GhMADS11 in yeast promotes cell elongation**

To investigate whether GhMADS11 gene plays a role in cell elongation, the coding sequence of GhMADS11 gene was cloned into a yeast vector pREP-5N, and introduced into yeast (*Schizosaccharomyces pombe*) cells. After 20 h of inductive cultivation, morphological changes of yeast cells were detected under the optical microscope. The results indicated that transformed cell lines expressing GhMADS11 grown in induction medium were longer than those harboring the same vector but grown in uninduced conditions [Fig. 8(B,E)]. In contrast, the transformed cell lines with the empty pREP-5N vector displayed normal length grown in either induction medium or non-induction medium [Fig. 8(A,D)]. Moreover, it was observed that the GhMADS11 overexpressed cells were monocyte when identified by DAPI staining (Fig. 8). This result indicated...
that the longer cells were caused by cell elongation, rather than cell division. The five transformed cell lines and two controls were randomly selected for measuring cell length (50 cells each line). Statistical analysis indicated that the induced yeast cells were 1.4–2.0-fold longer than those uninduced yeast cells and controls (Fig. 9), suggesting that overexpression of the GhMADS11 gene stimulated the longitudinal growth of the host cells.

To examine whether the GhMADS11 protein without K-box and normal C-terminus changed its function, we created GhMADS11m (the frameshift mutation of GhMADS11) encoding a derivative of GhMADS11 by primer-based site-directed mutation (Fig. 2). The GhMADS11m was cloned into PREP-5N vector, and then transferred into yeast cells. The experimental results indicated that the phenotype of the transformed yeast cells expressing GhMADS11m is similar to that of the transformed yeast cells expressing GhMADS11 [Fig. 8(C,F)]. Statistical analysis revealed that there was significant difference in cell length between the transformed yeast cell lines and controls grown in induction medium (Fig. 9). These results indicated that The N-terminus including MADS domain, but not the additional K-box and normal C-terminus, of GhMADS11 protein functions in cell elongation.

Discussion

In this study, we identified a cotton gene, GhMADS11 which encodes a novel MADS protein with a shortened sequence produced by frameshift mutation during evolution. The GhMADS11 expression was fiber specific and

---

**Figure 8 Overexpression of GhMADS11 and GhMADS11m promoted typical cell elongation of fission yeast** Micrographs were taken using microscopy. (A) Yeast cells harboring empty pREP-5N vector were cultured in non-induction medium. (B) Yeast cells harboring pREP-5N-GhMADS11 were cultured in non-induced medium. (C) Yeast cells harboring pREP-5N-GhMADS11m were cultured in non-induction medium. (D) Yeast cells harboring empty pREP-5N vector in induction medium exhibited normal morphology and length as those grown under non-induction conditions. (E) Yeast cells harboring pREP-5N-GhMADS11 were cultured in induction medium to undergo atypical longitudinal elongation. (F) Yeast cells harboring pREP-5N-GhMADS11m also showed the atypical longitudinal elongation in induction medium. The nucleus in yeast cells is shown by nucleus-specific fluorescent dye DAPI staining.

**Figure 9 Statistical analysis of the length of yeast cells** C1 and C2, controls (yeast cells with empty vectors); L1–L5, transformed yeast cell lines harboring GhMADS11 gene; mL1–mL5, transformed yeast cell lines harboring GhMADS11m gene. **P < 0.01. Independent t-tests demonstrated that there was significant difference in cell length between the transformed yeast cells and controls (t-test for equality of means).
Cotton MADS11 is preferentially expressed in fiber

developmental regulated. Similarly, previous studies have revealed that the transcripts of GhFLA1, GhFLA2, and GhFLA4 are accumulated at relatively high levels in fibers. As a result, the highest levels of GhFLA1 and GhFLA4 transcripts are detected in 10 DPA fibers, while GhFLA2 shows its highest expression level in 20 DPA fibers [33]. GaMYB2 transcripts are largely accumulated in 3–9 DPA fibers, and then decline with further fiber development [6]. These genes can be loosely described as fiber specific, and may provide important clues about their roles during fiber development.

The data presented in this study indicated that overexpression of GhMADS11 in fission yeast (S. pombe) significantly promoted atypical longitudinal growth of the host cells, like some fiber-specific genes, such as cotton TUA9 [10] and 14-3-3s [32]. However, GhMADS11 activity reached its peak value in the relatively later stage of fiber elongation (12–15 DPA), whereas GhTUA9 and Gh14-3-3 genes show their highest expression levels in relatively earlier fiber development (3–10 DPA). This suggested that GhMADS11 gene may be only involved in fiber polar elongation, whereas GhTUA9 and Gh14-3-3s may play roles in both cell expansion stage and polar elongation stage during early fiber development.

It has been demonstrated that MADS proteins are conserved in virtually every plant. GhMADS11 falls within the AP1 clade of A-type gene coding protein and shows a high degree of similarity with AGL8 and AP1 of Arabidopsis. Although GhMADS11 shares relatively high amino acid sequence similarity with AGL8 and AP1, the expression pattern of GhMADS11 gene is very different from those of AGL8 and AP1 genes. Previous studies have reported that AP1 is highly expressed in young flower primordial, sepals, and petals [34], while AGL8 mRNA accumulates at the highest level in inflorescence apical meristem [35]. A later study has revealed that AGL8 belonging to AP1 subfamily is involved in both determination of meristem identity and of carpel development [36]. In contrast, GhMADS11 transcripts were accumulated specifically in 12–15 DPA fibers. These data provided some hints that GhMADS11 may function mainly in developing fibers, which is different from the traditional A-type MADS proteins.

In plants, most MADS proteins are MICK-type, including two conserved domain, the MADS-box and K-box, and two variable segments, I-region, and C-terminus [12]. Sequence analysis revealed that GhMADS11 contains highly conserved MADS domain, but is devoid of partial K-domain and normal C-terminus (Fig. 1), compared with the known MADS proteins in plants, which implies that GhMADS11 may originate from a traditional MADS gene in cotton, owing to its frameshift mutation during evolution. Previous study have indicated that A-type MADS proteins, such as AP1 and AG, usually form homodimers to regulate the expression of downstream target genes [16]. Similarly, in this study, single GhMADS11 could not activate the reporter genes expression in yeast cells. Previous studies further showed that AP1 can interact with SEP3, and AP1-SEP3 complex can function as AP1 homodimer [16]. Therefore, in cotton fibers, the formation of complex may provide the molecular basis for the combinatorial interaction of GhMADS11 and other MADS-box protein instead of itself. It has been demonstrated that the K domain mediates specific protein/protein interactions and is required for the formation of DNA-binding dimmers and AP3-PI heterodimer [37]. In contrast with AP3 and PI, the K domain is dispensable for the formation of DNA-binding dimmers and homodimer of AP1 and AG [38,39]. In Arabidopsis, the 77 amino acids in the N-terminal of AGL2 are sufficient for DNA-binding and dimerization, similar to AP1 and AG [40]. Moreover, some evidence also indicated that both full-length AP1 protein and AP1-MIK (AP1 protein without C-terminus) can interact with AP3-PI complex and SEP3. Otherwise, with the deletions of C-terminus of both AP1 and SEP3, the complex of those genes cannot be formed [16]. In this study, our data suggested that GhMADS11 protein lost a part of the K-box and entire C-terminus by gene frameshift mutation during evolution. It is noteworthy that overexpression of GhMADS11 in fission yeast showed the same phenotype as its derivative GhMADS11m which contains the entire K-domain and C-terminus. These results may be explained by the possibility that GhMADS11 protein could reserve the capability of combining other MADS-box proteins and binding to target DNA for regulating cell elongation in fission yeast.

In summary, the data presented here indicated that the fiber-preferential GhMADS11 gene encodes a novel MADS-box protein that lost partial K-domain and entire C-terminus. Like other MADS proteins, single GhMADS11 was not a transcriptional activator. Overexpression of this gene in fission yeast promoted atypical longitudinal growth of the host cells. Thus, the results of this work may provide some clues to understand the role of this novel MADS-box protein in fiber development of cotton.
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